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SUMMARY

Kamasi Washington today debuts his first new music since the release of his universally acclaimed

2015 debut album The Epic. Titled “Truth”, the new thirteen-minute track is accompanied by a film

from acclaimed director A.G. Rojas. “Truth” is the first piece of music to be revealed from a

forthcoming EP, Harmony Of Difference, which will be released in full this summer via Young Turks.

Kamasi Washington today debuts his first new music since the release of his universally acclaimed
2015 debut album The Epic. Titled “Truth”, the new thirteen-minute track is accompanied by a film
from acclaimed director A.G. Rojas.

“Truth” is the first piece of music to be revealed from a forthcoming EP, Harmony Of Difference, which
will be released in full this summer via Young Turks. Washington recently signed a global deal with
the London-based label, home to The xx, Sampha, FKA twigs and more.

The music and film first featured as part of an original six-movement Kamasi Washington suite – also
titled Harmony Of Difference – that premiered as part of this year’s Whitney Biennial. The full thirty-
seven minute work sees Washington’s music set to artwork and imagery by his sister Amani
Washington, before culminating in Rojas’ “Truth” film.

Exhibiting at the Whitney until the 11th June, Harmony of Difference explores the philosophical
possibilities of the musical technique known as “counterpoint,” which Washington defines as “the art
of balancing similarity and difference to create harmony between separate melodies.”

Washington’s suite includes visual elements married to the musical works and draws voraciously on
jazz for its foundation. Each of the first five movements is its own unique composition. “Truth,” the
sixth movement, fuses all five compositions into one simultaneous performance.

Echoing this fusion, Amani Washington created five paintings focused on raw shapes and colors,
each inspired by one of the first five movements of the suite. Amani then combined these paintings to
create a sixth: an abstract depiction of a human face.

The film, directed by A.G. Rojas and presented in partnership with WeTransfer Studios, brings the
metaphoric ideas found in both the music and paintings to life. While still quite abstract, it focuses on
the harmony found in people from South Central and East Los Angeles and shows the beauty in their



differences.

Beyond the artistic impulse to expand the possibilities within counterpoint, Washington wanted to
create something that opened people’s minds to the gift of diversity. In his own words, “my hope is
that witnessing the beautiful harmony created by merging different musical melodies will help people
realize the beauty in our own differences.”
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ABOUT WETRANSFER

WeTransfer is the simplest way to send your files around the world. The service was founded in2009 in
Amsterdam by Bas Beerens and Nalden, who wanted to create an easy platform for peopleto send big files
without any sign-up. Today, 40 million active users across 195 countries transferone billion files every month. It is
WeTransfer’s mission to enable the effortless transfer of ideasfrom one creative mind to many. We want to help
our users get in, and stay in, their creative flow –that strange and beautiful state where everything comes together
and great things happen.

WeTransfer has a dual revenue model, split between advertising and premium subscriptions. WithWeTransfer
Plus, customers benefit from bigger transfer sizes, storage and personalization options.WeTransfer also works
with the world's biggest brands, including Google, Samsung, Netflix andSquarespace, to develop and deliver
beautiful, full-screen advertisements on our backgroundwallpapers.

Since day one, WeTransfer has proudly supported the creative communities by giving away 30% ofthe advertising
space to showcase projects we love. With WeTransfer Studios, creativepartnerships have been launched with
some of the world's most interesting individuals andorganizations, including FKA twigs, Rankin, Anderson .Paak,
McSweeney's, World Press Photo, TheRoyal Academy of Arts and the Ace Hotel Group. On our content platform
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This Works, we tell thestories behind the creative work we curate and create. WeTransfer also supports
tomorrow’screative leaders by offering free premium accounts to all arts students in the United States.

Following a $25 million investment from Highland Capital in 2015, WeTransfer opened a US office inVenice
Beach, Los Angeles, to add to the Amsterdam headquarters.
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